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About This Content

Neutron Stars have materialized in the universe, forming Gravity Wells and bringing everything around them into orbit. Are
they friendly or hostile? Why are they here? What the heck are Slow Zones??

Players will be forced to deal with these mysterious fields, but fear not. There are new ship building blocks and a utility binding
system to help you. All the while, new music from the original composer peakssound will expand the soundtrack for your

journey.

Key Features:

Gravity Wells

What the heck are gravity wells?? Why are they here? What do they do, and how do they do it???

Gravity Wells contain stars with special properties. They exude a gravitational pull, bringing ship and wayward objects into their
orbit. Orbiting around these stars changes the way the game is played substantially. You can navigate your trajectory around the

star using elliptical and hyperbolic orbits (and even Hohmann transfers). Combat within these zones is completely different,
because now you need to account for the gravitational pull of these stars. BUT BE CAREFUL! While some stars are harmless,

others emit radiation that can chip away at your ship, leaving you vulnerable to your enemies and the hostility of the surrounding
universe. Heavy stuff indeed.
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Slow Zones

You best slow your roll, friend. The universe is no longer some infinite super-highway for you to blast off into oblivion and
beyond. Slow Zones will hinder your movements and weapon projectiles, giving a dynamic change to how you combat other
ships and explore. On the other hand, some quick thinking and nimble maneuvering can leave pursuing enemies stuck in the

mud. Er, trapped in a space-cloud… “zoned” maybe?

More Blocks!

Introducing Afterburners, Burst Shields, and Decouplers. Nothing says “Punch it, Chewie” quite like engaging some
afterburners, blasting your ship off into the endless night sky. Limited fuel, of course. Burst Shields give temporary defensive
cover from all sides, shielding you from dangerous projectiles that would eviscerate you otherwise. Decouplers… decouple of
course! Stage them throughout your large vessel so you can break away different sections at a moment’s notice. Useful for a

quick getaway, or simply inconveniencing those behind you.

Utility Bindings

Sometimes you just need a few extra buttons to do the damn thing. You can now attach specific blocks to specific keys,
enabling greater control to how you attack and defend your ship.

Additional Music

Like the additions to the game, the musical landscape has changed. Composer peakssound (previously Peaks) takes a new
direction through the use of modular synthesizers and outboard gear. The new tracks are rougher, darker, and groovier. Twisted
vocals, tape hiss, and drum machines do battle over extended track lengths that underscore the new threats of the Reassembly

universe. Players will have the option to listen to each album exclusively or combined.
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Title: Reassembly Fields Expansion
Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Anisoptera Games
Release Date: 22 Jan, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 2 GHz Dual Core

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL 2.1

Storage: 250 MB available space

English,Russian,French,German,Japanese,Polish,Simplified Chinese
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A bunch of beautiful people having a great time together. Not just funny, but importantly, fun.. Good (ish) game, needs work
and more content. and if it isnt done, a few major bugs are fixed, and if it wasnt so lacking in detail, the game would be much
better. (give people quality free♥♥♥♥♥♥with no pay to win but is will unlock parts of the game by paying) and would make a
greater game, try to read suggestions and such but dont listen to all of them, as you cant make everyone happy, but i hope it goes
well.. Easy to learn, hard to win. Play FOTW to learn just how screwed we really are.... Alas, the game showed promise, but the
end of the game is AMASS ALL HEAVY HITTERS TO WIN BEFORE TURN 50! It leads to only one type of play style and I
didn't like it. Pass.. Well this looked interesting but yeah i am not having much fun with this.
Tried to make a new familly because why not.So you start by picking a name, but if you are in fullscreen mode it will tab you
out of the game to enter a name lol. Then pick a color for your flag but oh no its random too so yeah good luck getting the
colors you want. And then you pick a icon which is also random yay. Pretty bad game designe there in my opinion. Then if you
want to be a faction you have to take control of one of the existing factions, you cant make your own, you have to take one over.
Once that is done you can rename the faction and that will tab you out of the game once again if you choose to do so. I did not
get to the color part before i lost interest in what was going on and tried to do a new map which glitched the game out with both
a space map and eu map at the same time and i quit the game. I think any one who get this can have some fun with it but i would
not recommend it.
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I shouldve known what I was getting into with the quirky name, but thought I would give it a chance for just 4$. The game hides
behind a vale of so unique retro design and SO HILARIOUS AND FRESH jokes about bears trying to conceal gameplay that is
downright terrible. Comparing this to Streets of Rage is an injustice. Unless you find EXTREMLY repetitive gameplay fun dont
get this game.. Do you find yourself wishing that Sam and Max had annoying voice acting? Do you find yourself wishing that
Sam and Max didn't have such sharp wit? Are you the sort of easily-amused dimwit who claps your hands and squeals with glee
whenever you see a pirate? Then by gum you'll love this really annoying game.

N.B.: A lot of time and care seems to have gone into the making of this game and it's technically very slick. But a lovingly-
arranged bouquet of broccoli and dog turds is still a bouquet of broccoli and dog turds.. Great Game with Intense levels, i did
back it and play the demo a year ago and i am disappointed with the progress with only 1 new level and the graphics have not
been improved noticeably. I do think this is a game suited for early access as the more people buy it the more time the
developers can dedicate to improving existing levels and creating new ones.

There is only room for improvement.

Great game sober, Insanely fun game smashed.. A really good and usefull software.
Even some reviews say that it ruined ther pc.
But, use it on your own risk and allways make backup because even pc god sometimes have no f*cki*g idea what to do, you
may ruin your pc and you will have to use drivers on your disk, reinstall os, etc.
For example - I had to update 14 drivers and one of them ruined bluetooth, backup saved. (If you have same problem then for
my notebook backuping "ASUS Wireless Radio Control" was enough). I bought the trilogy, SS1,2,3. None of the Games are
good. If you like wwII RTS go with company of heros or close combat, COH being better than all IMHO. Responsiveness to
commands is sluggish. Warning of incoming strikes is non existant, basically all of a sudden your guys just die, lmao, I kid you
not. Graphics of the terrain arent bad, but soldiers look like little ants and have terrible pathfinding, they get stuck all the time.
You have to micromanage their routes to where you want them to go. Same goes for SS1. SS3 wouldnt even run on my pc, Im
running windows 10 on a decent gaming laptop.
All in all quite bad I think. I though it was so bad that I returned all the games to steam for a refund.. I would save Quell
Memento for after giving Quell and Quell Reflect a try. Memento uses the same concepts of the other two games but now
includes a somewhat touching story, complemented with great soundtrack. A lot of new game mechanics are introduced as well,
making levels more challenging more quickly. Great series.. This game follows the story of a young child facing the problems of
growing up.
-His entire home town hates him
-He's bullied and laughed at by everyone at school
-His friends would waste time completing their chores rather than aiding him in his time of need
-A toy company exploited his misfortune by creating a suicide bomber wind up toy.
-His bullies would use rasict slurs againest this young chicken
10/10 would experience an incredibly messed up childhood again.. Gets old very quickly, but I like it.
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